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Abstract 

In this document, we present an overview of the prototype Deliverable D2.4.2 ‘DAIAD@feel prototypes’, i.e., 

the updated and final version of DAIAD@feel prototypes constructed to be used for demonstrations, with 

integrated improvements derived from Trial feedback and our entire body of work in WP2 . 
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Executive Summary 

In this document, we present an overview of the prototype Deliverable D2.4.2 ‘DAIAD@feel prototypes’, i.e., 

the updated and final version of DAIAD@feel prototypes constructed to be used for demonstrations, with 

integrated improvements derived from Trial feedback and  our entire body of work in WP2. We present the 

three different DAIAD@feel prototypes (LCD only, LCD and RF, RF only) and point  out the main challenges 

faced during their development. Two out of three DAIAD@feel prototypes are commercially available named 

“amphiro a1 basic” and “amphiro b1 connect”. The “amphiro a1 basic” has no RF -capabilities and outputs 

the measured volume and temperature on a LC -display. The “amphiro b1  connect” (DAIAD@feel prototype), 

by contrast, includes a RF-interface, which allows transfer of data from the device to a mobile application 

using BLE. Finally, the third prototype is targeted towards OEM integrations in third -party products. 

The micro generator in the DAIAD@feel prototype allows energy autarkic usage of the device without any 

batteries. The generator is used to harvest energy as well as for measuring the volume flowing through the 

generator. This raises large challenges, which were succes sfully addressed during the development of the 

DAIAD@feel prototype such as: (a) changing generator load due to variable current consumption of the 

electrical circuitry imposes volume measurement inaccurac ies, (b) production tolerances make every single 

DAIAD@feel prototype individual with respect to it s frequency-flow rate relation, (c) dynamic elements to 

reduce pressure drop at high flow rates add a non -linear relation for frequency to flow rate conversion. All 

above drawbacks of the dual usage of the mi cro-turbine have been compensated by specially developed 

firmware of the DAIAD@feel prototype.  

A newly designed, digitally controlled test system based on a gear -type pump minimized the influence of an 

operator onto measurements and lead to an increase in  volume measurement accuracy from ±20% for the 

first DAIAD@feel prototype down to ±2% for the latest DAIAD@feel prototype. For commercialization of the 

DAIAD@feel prototype and to be allowed to sell the product in the EU market, product testing for CE 

conformity was obtained. Further, the DAIAD@feel prototype fully complies with drinking water directives 

such as DVGW (Deutscher Verein des Gas - und Wasserfachs) and KTW (Leitlinie zur hygienischen 

Beurteilung von organischen Materialien im Kontakt mit Trinkwa sser (KTW-Leitlinie), 2013/470/D). Finally, 

the package ( i.e., the banderole), was changed to provide more information to the end customer and adjust 

the design to current layout standards. 
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Abbreviations and Acronyms 

 

ASQ After Scenario Questionnaire 

CSUQ Computer System Usability Questionnaire  

DUT Device under Test  

ECI  Energy Consumption Indicator  

ECOI  Energy Consumption Information System  

GUI Graphical User Interface  

HCI Human-Computer-Interaction 

ICT  Information and Communication Technologies  

IS Information System(s)  

IHD  In-Home Display  

IoT  Internet of Things  

kWh Kilowatt-hours 

l/lt. liters 

m3 Cubic meters 

PSSUQ Post-Study System Usability Questionnaire  

QUIS Questionnaire for User Interface Satisfaction  

SUS System Usability Scale 

UI  User Interface   

UMUX Usability Metric for User Experience   
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1.  Introduction 

The DAIAD@feel prototype consists of a micro -turbine harvesting energy from the water  flow and measuring 

the volume flowing through the turbine. Together with a temperature sensor, the total heat energy used for 

a shower extraction can be displayed on a dedicated liquid crystal display (LCD). Further, an RF interface is 

available for communication using Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE).  

The DAIAD@feel prototype is solely powered by the energy harvested from the water flowing through the 

micro generator. The micro generator is used for two purposes at the same time: energy harvesting and 

volume measurement. This imposes the following problems:  

1) The rotational frequency of the micro generator is reduced  with increasing electrical load (principle 

of energy conservation)  

2) With increasing electrical load and increasing flow rate, the pressure drop across the device 

increases 

3) A dynamic bypass adds a highly non-linear  relation between flow rate and rotational generator 

frequency.  

The first problem is well known in electrical grid supply where it is used to match the demand-side; the 

rotational frequency is directly proportional to the power available from the generator.  For the DAIAD@feel 

prototype, the source ( i.e.,  the rotational frequency) cannot be controlled, since the user might select 

different flow rates or even turn off the running water at any time. Therefore, the energy source is 

considered as stochastic and the changing load and rotational frequency  need to be compensated 

algorithmically in software.  

The second problem is addressed by adding a dynamical component to the generator, which opens a bypass 

to the actual turbine when the flow rate increases. This however, imposes problems for the volume 

measurement, since the relation between flow rate and generator frequency is not linear anymore. To 

compensate for this non-linearity, algorithms based on statistical measurements and factory calibration of 

every individual device is necessary.  

This document will focus on three different versions of the DAIAD@feel prototype:  

1) DAIAD@feel prototype with display only  

2) DAIAD@feel prototype with display and RF -capabilities 

3) DAIAD@feel prototype with RF capabilities only  

This document not only includes technical aspects, but also provides an overview over the whole product 

and how it is presented to the end user.  
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2. DAIAD@feel prototypes 

We have developed the following three (3) final versions of the DAIAD@feel prototypes. All three prototypes 

integrate the same facilities for measuring the volume and the temp erature of the water flow. However, 

each one provides a different packaging option regarding the LCD and RF capabilities, thus supporting 

different user requirements. Specifically, the three versions are:  

1) DAIAD@feel prototype with display but no RF -capabilities (this is essentially a significantly improved 

version of the amphiro a1, integrating all advances introduced during the project except for the integrated 

BLE); 

2) DAIAD@feel prototype with display and RF-capabilities (this is the final version which was extensively 

evaluated in the context of our real -world trials); 

3) DAIAD@feel prototype with RF-capabilities only (this prototype integrates only the micro -generator with 

the BLE connectivity, allowing OEM a pplications) 

 

Prototype 
Volume/Temperature 

Measurement 
Display RF-capabilities 

1 X X  

2 X X X 

3 X  X 

 

 

2.1. DAIAD@feel prototype with Display 

The DAIAD@feel prototype with display is Amphiro’s commercially available product called  amphiro a1 basic. 

This device measures the shower volume and the temperature and displays these quantities on the 

integrated LCD. The amphiro a1 basic was the starting point  for the development of the DAIAD@feel 

prototype with RF-capabilities, which was used in all  DAIAD trials.  

 

Table 1: Overview DAIAD@feel prototype features 
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The electronics concept of the first DAIAD@feel prototype version  is shown in Figure 1. All electronic parts 

can be assigned one of the following groups:  

1) Sensors (green)  

2) Power electronics (red)  

3) Userinterface/Logic controllers (blue) 

A microcontroller unit (MCU) is the core component  of the system. It is connected to all other components  

and is programmed to process frequency measurements from the micro-turbine, temperature 

measurements from the thermistor and provides the processed information  to the user by means of a 

customized LC display. The power electronics are necessary to produce a stabilized voltage and therefore 

ensure safe and continuous operation of the DAIAD@feel prototype. The power electronics consist of a 

AC/DC converter, a buffer capacity and a DC/DC converter , which is directly connected to the user interface 

and the logic controller. The DAIAD@feel prototype is equipped with two sensors: A thermistor for 

temperature measurement and a micro-turbine for flow rate measurement and energy harvesting.  

MCU 
(Microcontroller 

Unit) 

Display 

Thermistor 

Micro-Turbine 

Buffer 

Capacity 

AC/DC 

DC 

DC DC 

Impulse 
Signal 

Analog 
Signal 

TTL 
Signal 

Figure 1: System overview of the DAIAD@feel prototype without RF-capabilities. 
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2.2. DAIAD@feel prototype with RF-capabilities 

The DAIAD@feel prototype with RF-capabilities is an advanced development of the commercially available 

amphiro a1 basic. Coping with several challenges was necessary to add RF -capabilities:  

1) Optimization of the micro-turbine to be able to harvest enough energy for RF -capabilities. D2.1.1 

and D2.2.2 deal with the optimization of the micro -turbine and concludes with a redesigned coil , a 

redesigned bypass, a redesign of bearings to reduce friction and optimized power electronics.  

2) Choosing an appropriate RF-standard. D2.3.1 and D2.3.2 evaluates different RF -standards currently 

available on the market. Such RF-standards are GSM, BLE, WLAN, M-Bus, ZigBee and LoRa. Due to 

the requirements of low-power, medium data throughput and high transmission range and market -

share, BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) was chosen as the RF -standard used in the DAIAD@feel 

prototype.  

3) Redesign of the electronics (namely PCB). D2.4.1 introduces the newly designed PCB and its main 

components.  

Figure 2: DAIAD@feel prototype with display only. The product is commercially available named "amphiro a1 basic" 
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4) Rework of the calibration and new precision analysis. D2.2.1 and D2.2.2 cope with this rework and 

show the necessary steps.  

5) Rework of mass production testing and quality insur ance processes during manufacturing of the 

DAIAD@feel prototype. These changes are described in D2.4.1  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: System overview of the DAIAD@feel prototype with display and RF-capabilities 

Figure 4: DAIAD@feel prototype with Display and RF-capabilities. The product is commercially available and introduced into the market as "amphiro b1 connect". 
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2.3. DAIAD@feel prototype without display 

 

 

The third version of the DAIAD@feel prototype has no display, which requires an alternative approach to 

pairing it with a smartphone, since the code cannot be shown on the display. Therefore, this prototype 

comes with a predefined pairing  code which reduces data security.  

 

2.4. Mechanical Design 

The mechanical design of the DAIAD@feel prototype includes two main parts:   

1) The micro-turbine used for energy harvesting and volume measurement  

2) The housing, which holds the micro-turbine and the electronics  

 

2.4.1 . Micro-Turbine  
The micro-turbine is a complex structure that harvests energy from the water -flow and can be used to 

measure the flow rate of the water flowing through the turbine. All parts of the turbine are designed such 

that they can be produced using injection molding.  Further, optimization is done to compensate for 

production tolerances and ease of assembly during mass  production.   

MCU 
(Microcontroller 

Unit) 

BLE Module 

(Dexatek) 

Thermistor 

Micro Turbine 

Buffer 

Capacity 

AC/DC 

DC DC 

Impulse 
Signal 

Analog 
Signal UART 

Figure 5: System overview of the DAIAD@feel prototype without display 
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Figure 6 shows the drawing for assembly of the micro -turbine. The turbine itself is encapsulated in a 

turbine-tube (M9.2.1), which can withstand water pressure of up to 10 bar. The tube is closed by the 

adapter (M9.3.1), which is sealed to the tube with a special gasket that can compensate for production 

tolerances. The turbine includes a permanent magnet, which is rotated by the water flow.  

2.4.1 . 1 . Bypass Membrane  

The bypass membrane as shown in Figure 6 (M9.2.10) is a rubber structure, which is bent by increasing 

water pressure and opens a bypass  for the water flow. Through the bypass, water can flow besi de the 

turbine and therefore not being used for rotating the turbine wheel and therefore not accounting for energy 

harvesting. The dynamic bypass reduces the amount of water flowing through the turbi ne and therefore 

decreases the efficiency of the micro-turbine, however it is necessary for reducing the pressure drop across 

the turbine at higher flow rates.  

 

Figure 6: Assembly of the micro-turbine 
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Figure 7 shows the relation between pressure drop and flow rate for a dynamic and static bypass. By a static 

bypass, we refer to a bypass structure that does not change its shape with varying pressure.  This means that 

independent of flow rate, the same relative amount of water can bypass the turbine. Deliverable 2.1.2 deals 

with the evaluation of different static bypasses and concludes that a static bypass is feasible in the sense of 

measurement precision and pressure drop, but reduces the operational range of the DAIAD@feel prototype 

to a very narrow flow rate region. The measured generator frequency at constant flow rate decreases with 

increasing bypass area, since an increased bypass area increases the amount of water bypassing the turbine 

and is therefore not used for energy harvesting.  

In general, three factors need to be carefully balanced when designing a micro-turbine with a static bypass:  

1) Pressure-drop: The pressure drop across the turbine must be as low as possible to not negatively 

impact the user experience.  

2) The generator frequency should never be lower than 30Hz for a chosen flow rate region. Below 

30Hz, not enough energy is harvested to power the electronics of the DAIAD@feel prototype.  

3) The maximum frequency for the chosen flow rate region should be always smaller than 250Hz, since 

this is the maximum frequency the electrical circuitry is designed for. Further, the steady-state 

frequency of the micro-turbine should be as close as possible to 120Hz, which is the optimal 

frequency, the circuitry is designed for.  

As can be seen from Figure 7, the pressure drop shows a higher slope at higher flow rates, which means 

that the pressure drop significantly increases at higher flow rates. This has a large impact on the user 

experience.  

The dynamic bypass, by contrast, shows an approximately linear relation between the pressure drop and the 

flow rate as can be seen from Figure 7. Especially, at higher flow rates, the pressure drop across the micro-

turbine is lower than for a static bypass. Further, the dynamic bypass ensures 30Hz generator frequency 

starting at very low flow rates (allows to power the electronics at low flow rates) and decreases the 

Figure 7: Comparison of pressure drop for a static and a dynamic bypass 
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maximum frequency at higher flow rates, which reduces the risk of mechanical  damage to the turbine. Due 

to its linear relation between flow rate and pressure drop, the dynamic bypass can be used over a wider 

range of flow rates and therefore maximizes the user experience with respect to pressure drop.  

2.4.1 .2. Coi l   

The copper coil (M9.4.4 in Figure 6) consists of N windings, which are wound around the turbine tube. 

According to Faraday’s law, an electrical voltage is induced in the copper coil with N windings, if the 

magnetic field 𝝓 inside said coil changes over time t:  

𝑽(𝒕) = −𝑵 ⋅
𝝏𝝓

𝝏𝒕
  

The fundamental formula 𝑷 = 𝑼 ⋅ 𝑰 (P=power, U=voltage, I=current) states that, in order to actually use 

electrical energy from this structure, one needs to draw a current. However, this current runs through the 

generator coil and induces a magnetic field. The induced magnetic field is counter acting the permanent 

magnet’s magnetic moment �⃗⃗⃗� , which results in a force 𝑭 that counter acts the water’s force on the wheel. 

Because the flowing water works against this force  by rotating the wheel and displacing it by the distance s, 

work is done: 𝑾 = 𝑭 ⋅ 𝒔. This work can be used to harvest energy from the structure, which can be used to 

power the DAIAD@feel prototype’s electronics.  

The selection of appropriate parameters for the coil is described  in detail in deliverable D2.1.1.  

2.4.2. Housing 
The housing of the DAIAD@feel prototype is made from two separate plastic parts. The front part is partly 

transparent to allow the user to see the display. The back part provides openings for the micro-turbine and 

covers the enclosed electronics. A DAIAD@feel prototype mounted to a shower-head is shown in Figure 8.  

All plastic parts are produced by injection molding, which is a cost-effective way of producing plastic parts. 

However, the injection molding process sometimes shows huge tolerances in dimension, which requires a 

careful industrial design to cope with tolerance chains of several plastic parts playing together.  

For the DAIAD@feel prototype this becomes particularly critical for the front -window, where two different 

materials are used to form the transparent part. These two materials show different thermal expansion 

coefficients and therefore lead to tension when cooling, which tends to give the front window a curved 

shape and must be considered and compensated when parametrizing the moldi ng process and the eventual 

assembly of the parts.  
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2.4.3. Display  
The DAIAD@feel prototype includes a liquid crystal display (LCD), which can be used to provide visual 

feedback to the user. The content of the display is fixed to a predefined and so-called display mask. This 

display mask consists of 112 segments, which can either be turned on or off  individually. If a segment is 

turned on, it becomes black. If it is turned off, it gets invisible.  

 

 

Figure 8 DAIAD@feel prototype mounted in a shower. 

Figure 9: Display mask of the DAIAD@feel prototype 
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Figure 9 shows the display mask as used for the DAIAD@feel prototype. The display can be split into three 

distinct regions.  

1) Top-region: The top-region consists of four 16-segment digits together with the symbols “°C” and 

“°F”. The 16-segment digits can be used to display any letter “A,  B, C,…Z”, a number in the range of 

1-9999 or a special symbol such as “ -,/,+”. Further, the symbols “°C” or “°F” can be enabled 

independently.  

In default configuration, the top-region of the display shows an efficiency measure alternating with the 

water temperature.  

2) Middle-region: The middle-region of the display includes three ful l 7-segment digits, three decimal 

points and the symbol “1” in 7 -segment design. Further, the symbols “Mem”, “Liter”, “kWh” and 

“Gallons” can be enabled.  

During normal operation, the middle part of the display shows the water volume in Liters when water i s 

flowing and the energy and the used water volume respectively when the water is not flowing.  

3) Bottom-region: In the bottom region, an energy dependent animation of a bear on an ice -block is 

shown. The ice melts the more energy is used during a shower. At last, the ice melts completely and 

the bear falls into the water.  

The display is controlled by the micro controller and the content can partly be configured using special BLE -

commands.  
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3. Engineering Tradeoffs 

3.1. Problem Definition 

The DAIAD@feel prototype uses one single structure for harvesting energy and measuring the water flow 

through the turbine. This raises the following problem:  

- Flow-measurement is influenced by changing load on the energy harvesting  

- Non-linear relation between flow rate and frequency of energy harvester  

- Production-tolerances due to EPDM and molded plastic parts.  

3.2. Approaches 

3.2.1 . Test  System 
The basis for facing the challenges  mentioned above is a precise and accurate test  system, which is capable 

of applying a water flow with constant flow rate to the DAIAD@feel prototype. A first prototype version of 

such a system can be seen in Figure 10. The system was based on a centrifugal pump , which pumped water 

from a reservoir through the device and back into the reservo ir. A bypass with variable opening was added 

to control the flow rate using two manual valves (opening the bypass reduces the flow rate through the 

DAIAD@feel prototype). However, a centrifugal pump is not volumetric, which means that one turn of the 

pump not necessarily equals the same amount of water pumped through the pump under variable load 

conditions. Therefore, pressure drop caused by the DAIAD@feel prototype can easily change the flow rate 

through the pump and therefore heavily influence the measurement ending in a non -constant flow rate 

through the DAIAD@feel prototype.  
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To overcome the problems mentioned above, the centrifugal pump was r eplaced by a gear-type pump. A 

gear-type pump is volumetric, which means that the same amount of water is pumped in every turn of the 

pump’s motor. This makes the pumped volume independent of the pressure drop caused by the DAIAD@feel 

prototype.  

The newly developed test system with the volumetric pump also features ful ly automatic measurements. The 

pump is connected to an inverter, which allows to control the frequency of the motor and therefore allows 

to select the flow rate produced by the pump. The inverter is connected to a linux based computer through 

an RS485 interface, which enables digital  control of the frequency of the pump. 

Since the pump frequency and therefore the flow rate can be digitally controlled, the influence of the 

operator can be eliminated, which reduces measurement errors significantly. Further, special shower 

profiles with different flow rates and pause times can be programmed in an xml-file. Once transferred to 

the test system, the time-based flow rate profile as defined in the xml-file is executed and applied to the 

DUT.  

Figure 10: Test system with centrifugal pump. Two valves (yellow) are used to control the amount of water flowing through the DUT (blue). A Digmesa-Flowmeter (red) is used to 

measure the flow rate. A high precision scale (green) can further be used for accuracy measurements.  
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The system includes two differential pressure sensors which can be used to measure the differential 

pressure across the DUT or the inlet and outlet of the pump.  

The new test system is shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. The system is mounted onto a metal construction 

equipped with wheels such that it can be used wherever it is needed. Figure 11 gives an overview of the 

new test system, which is 760x760x820mm (length x width x height) in size. The touchscreen (yellow)  

controls all functions of the system and shows key parameters such as pressure measurements and flow rate 

measurements (refer to Figure 13 for more details of the GUI). The DUT (red) is connected to the system by 

two hoses. One hose comes directly from the pump and the other one reverts the water into the reservoir. 

The emergency switch (green) is used to turn off the whole system in case of a technical problem.  

 

 

Figure 11:  Front view of the newly developed test system. The touchscreen (yellow) is used to control the flow rate and valves of the test system. The emergency switch (green) can 

be used to deactivate the whole system in case of technical failure. The accuracy of the DUT (red) can be measured using a high precision scale (orange).  
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Figure 12: Side view of the newly developed test system. The gear-type pump (dark green) is controlled by the invertor (red). The magnetic valves (yellow) and the invertor (red) are 

switched on and off by relays mounted inside a waterproof case (light green). A pressure sensor (orange) constantly measures the pressure across the pump.  

Figure 13: GUI (Graphical User Interface) of the newly developed test system. The whole system (namely the flow rate and the bypass) can be controlled through this interface. 

Further, key-parameters such as pressure drops and flow rate are logged and displayed.  
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3.2.2. Changing generator load  
The DAIAD@feel prototype uses one single micro generator for energy harvesting and flow rate 

measurement. The flow rate measurement is based on the measured generator frequency. Under constant 

load conditions, this relation is linear and each frequency uniquely corresponds to one flow rate, which 

would allow to precisely measure the current flow rate through the generator.  

However, in the application of the DAIAD@feel prototype, the generator load is not constant due to power 

bursts caused by the BLE-module (namely during advertisement of real time shower data). The fundamental 

principle of energy conservation therefore implies that the frequency of the generator decreases with 

increasing generator load. For the flow rate measurement, this implies that one frequency not uniquely 

corresponds to one flow rate, which makes it necessary to statistically measure the flow rate-frequency 

relation from several DAIAD@feel prototypes and use mathematical tools to find a relation, which is vali d for 

all of the produced devices.  

3.2.3. Non-linear relation between frequency and f low rate 
Beside the changing load, a dynamic element made from EPDM controls the amount of water which flows 

through the turbine. This part lets more water bypass the turbine at high flow rates and forces more water 

to flow through the turbine at low flow rates. As a drawback, this adds further non-linearity to the relation 

between the frequency and flow rate.  

As for the changing generator load, the effect can be partly compensated by obtaining measurements and 

find a mathematical model, which is statistically vali d for all devices.  

3.2.4. Production Tolerances  
The production method for the micro generator of the DAIAD@feel prototype is injection molding. This is a 

standardized production method, which is not prohibitive and accurate enough for mass production. 

However, different thermal coefficients add small dimensional inaccuracies. These inaccuracies make every 

DAIAD@feel prototype unique with respect to its flow rate-frequency relation.  

To account for this problem, every singl e DAIAD@feel prototype is calibrated after production using the 

calibration equipment as shown in Figure 18.  

3.2.5. Calibration F low rate 
Due to manufacturing tolerances, each single DAIAD@feel prototype needs to be calibrated at the end of 

production. This is done using the calibration equipment as s hown in Figure 18. During calibration, the 

device is exposed to water with a constant flow rate. Due to the one-point calibration, the device is 

supposed to be within specification of + -10% volume measurement error at the calibration flow rate. These 

calibration flow rate therefore needs to be as close as possible to the flow rate of an average household, 

where the DAIAD@feel prototype is used.  

In first studies in Switzerland, the mean flow rate was near 12 L/min, which is why 12L/min was used as the 

calibration flow rate for the first DAIAD@feel prototypes  (Figure 14). However, later study results and study 
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results from Germany, Alicante and St  Albans showed significant lower mean flow rates. This is why the 

current DAIAD@feel prototypes are calibrated at 11L/min.  

 

 

 

Figure 14: Flow rate histogram 
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4. Production 

For the Trials,  300 DAIAD@feel prototypes (amphiro b1 connect) were required and produced for this 

purpose. So far, more than 20’000 amphiro b1 connect devices have been produced. The production of all 

DAIAD@feel prototypes was successfully carried out in the EU and the devices have been shipped to the t rial 

locations.  

4.1. Assembly 

The assembly of the DAIAD@feel prototype includes 20 individual steps and is  carried out by hand (no 

robots). The main steps include:  

1) Programming and testing of the electronics (see section 4.2) 

2) Assembly of the micro-turbine (several sub-steps) 

3) Assembly of the front-housing including the display  

4) Assembly of the rear-housing including the micro-turbine 

5) Soldering the cables from thermistor and micro -turbine to the electronics and sealing of the 

contacts  

6) Closing the DAIAD@feel prototype 

 

The whole assembly is carried out by hand and one single person. The assembly includes wet -processes for 

properly sealing the product, which increase overall production costs, but also increase product quality and 

reliability.  

4.2. Product Quality / Testing 

To reach high product quality, the production proc ess is designed to incorporate three  different test 

procedures. In a first step, the printed circuit board (PCB) is mounted and soldered with the proper 

components; the microprocessor is then ready to be programmed. Note: the micro generator and the 

temperature sensor are not yet connected to the PCB. After the programming of the h ost  
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microcontroller the first test is performed: A sinusoidal voltage is used to simulate a high -speed generator 

and a resistor is used to simulate the temperature sensor. The host microcontroller checks if the measured 

frequency of the simulated  generator is as it  is expected. 

In parallel, the second test is started in the background: The BLE module starts announcing the unique ID of 

the host microcontroller over the air.  

The first test is continued with a test of the LCD functionality: Four different screens are shown to the system 

operator with a characteristic display pattern. Each has to be confirmed by the operator. Once all screens 

are confirmed, the first test for functional electronics is successfully concluded.  

Right after the first test is finished, the second test continues (in the background): the host microcontroller 

sends its unique ID via serial interface to the testing infrastructure where this inform ation can be compared 

to the one that is being announced on the Bluetooth Low Energy channel. If the equality is successfully 

asserted, the second test is also passed and the smart meter is ready for the third test: the so -called 

product testing.  

Figure 17 illustrates this production step and shows the “tester” used to ensure product quality.  

In the third test the now fully assembled smart meter is operated with water at a fixed flow rate. This way, 

each device is tested for successful operation and in add ition can be calibrated as described in DAIAD 

deliverable D2.2.1. Special test equipment, as depicted in Figure 17 and 18, was developed and shipped to 

the production site.  

 

  

Figure 15 Sealing of soldering points with sealing adhesive.  
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Figure 16: Flow chart of testing procedure in production 
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Figure 17: Tester for programming and testing of DAIAD@feel prototype electronics. The electronics are placed onto the white part in the middle of the machine. It 

then gets electrically connected from the bottom. 
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Figure 18: Calibration equipment at production site. The device is calibrated and tested with a water-flow similar to 

real water extractions. 
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5. Installation and Operation 

The outer physical dimensions of the DAIAD@feel prototype are the same as the ones of the amphiro a1 

basic product and the installation in the shower is essential ly analog to the a1 installation and illustrated in 

Figure 19. The complete set of instructions included in the product’s packaging is provided in the Annex.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 19: DAIAD@feel installation guide 
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6. Commercialization 

6.1. Certificates 

6.1.1. CE (Communauté Européenne)  
Every product sold in the EU market must comply with CE regulations. In particular , the following 

regulations apply to the DAIAD@feel prototype:  

• DIN EN 60950-1:2014  

• DIN EN 55014-1:2012 

• DIN EN 55014-2:2009 

• ETSI EN 301 489-1 V1.9.2 

• ETSI EN 301 489-17 V2.2.1 

• ETSI EN 300 328 V1.8.1 

 

The amphiro b1 connect device (DAIAD@feel prototype) was successfully tested for the above directives and 

therefore fully complies with CE regulations when used according to specification. The CE certificate for the 

amphiro b1 connect therefore allows to sell the product within the EU market.  

6.1.2. Drinking Water approval  
Components in contact with drinking water must have a drinking water approval. In Germany such a 

component must be certified according to DVGW -W270 and KTW. The standard describes a test, where  the 

component is put into drinking water for several months. After predefined time intervals, the bio-film is 

removed from the probe and is analyzed with respect to composition. Limiting values of various bio -

components are listed and restricted by DVGW -W270 regulation.  

All components of the DAIAD@feel prototype in touch with drinking water are produced according to DVGW -

W270 and KTW regulations.  

6.2. Packaging  

The packaging of the DAIAD@feel proto type consists of an inner package made from cardboard and a 

banderole placed on top of the inner package. This allows a high degree of flexibility with  changing the 

banderole design without changing the whole package. The package can be seen in Figure 20.  
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During the development period of Task 2.4, the banderole has changed due to user feedback and changing 

marketing strategies. The old banderole is shown in Figure 21 and the new banderole is shown in Figure 22. 

The main changes are as follows:  

- Content: The content printed onto the banderole has changed to include more information for the 

potential customer.  

- Material: The material has changed from blurry, white cart-board to UV gloss white cart -board.  

- Printing technology: The printing  technology has changed. This allows to use more colors and having 

printed photorealistic pictures onto the banderole.  

 

Figure 20: DAIAD@feel prototype (amphiro b1 connect) packaging 
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Figure 21: Initial design of the banderole for the first few batches of amphiro b1 connect 

Figure 22: Re-designed banderole for the current batch of amphiro b1 connect 
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7. Appendix  

7.1. Schematics 
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7.2. Board Layout (PCB)  
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7.3. Datasheet STM MCU 
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7.4. Datasheet BLE-Module 
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7.5. Datasheet Thermistor 
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7.6. Display 
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7.7. CE Declaration 
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7.8. Manual Amphiro b1 connect 
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7.9. Datasheet Gear-type Pump 
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7.10. Datasheet Pressure Sensor  
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7.11. Datasheet Magnetic Valves 
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7.12. Datasheet Flow Rate Sensor 

 


